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Abstract. The seminal works of Wilf and Nijenhuis in the late 70s
have led to efficient algorithms for counting and generating uniformly
at random a variety of combinatorial structures. In 1994, Flajolet, Zimmermann and Van Cutsem have widely generalised and systematised
the approach. This paper presents several applications of these powerful
results to software random testing, and random model exploration.
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Introduction

In the area of analytic combinatorics, the seminal works of Wilf and Nijenhuis
in the late 70s have led to efficient algorithms for counting and generating uniformly at random a variety of combinatorial structures [13, 19]. In 1994, Flajolet,
Zimmermann and Van Cutsem have widely generalised and systematised the approach [7]. The recent book by Flajolet and Sedgewick [8] presents a detailed
survey of this corpus of knowledge. These works constitute the basis of powerful
tools for uniform random generation of complex entities, such as graphs, trees,
words, paths, etc.
This paper summarises several applications of these powerful results to software random testing, and random model exploration.
Random methods look attractive for testing large programs or checking large
models. However, designing random methods that have a good and assessable
fault detection power is not so easy: the underlying probability distribution of
inputs or paths must be carefully designed if one wants to ensure a good coverage
of the program or model, or of potential fault locations, and to quantify this
coverage.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 recalls some basic facts on software random testing and random walks; Section 3 briefly presents methods for
uniform generation of bounded paths that are completely described in [17] and
[5]; Section 4 shows how to take into account other coverage criteria, and gives
a definition of randomised coverage satisfaction [5] ; finally Section 5 addresses
the uniform coverage of lassos, which are the basis of LTL model-checking [18].
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Some preliminaries on random testing and random
walks

There are three main categories of methods for software random testing: those
based on the input domain of the system under test, those based on some knowledge of its environment, and those based on some model of its behaviour.
We focus on the third case, where some graphical description of the behaviour
of the system under test is used. Random walks [1] are performed on the set
of paths of this description. Classical random walk methods, sometimes called
isotropic, progress from one state by drawing among its successors uniformly at
random. The big advantage of such methods is that they are easy to implement
and only requires local knowledge of the model. A serious drawback is that in
case of irregular topology of the underlying graph, uniform choice of the next
state is far from being optimal from a coverage point of view: some examples
are given in [4] and [5]. Similarly, getting an estimation of the coverage obtained
after one or several random walks would require some complex global analysis
of the topology of the model.
The works presented in this paper aim at improving the quality of random
walks with respect to various coverage criteria: bounded paths coverage, transitions/branches coverage, states/statements coverage, lassos. There is a price to
pay: some non-local knowledge of the models is required, based on counting the
elements to be covered accessible from each successor of the current state. Thank
to the powerful results mentioned above, and to sophisticated implementation
methods, it is possible to get good compromises between memory requirement,
efficiency of drawing, and quality of the achieved coverage.
All the works below rely on combinatorial algorithms, based on the formalisation of models or programs as some automaton or as some product of several
automata, synchronised or not. The basic algorithms are implemented and available in the RUKIA C++ library (http://rukia.lri.fr/en/index.html).

3
3.1

Improvements of recursive uniform path generation
The classical recursive method

This classical method was first presented in [19, 7]. Let us consider a deterministic
finite automaton A with q states {1, 2, . . . , q} among which are distinguished an
initial state and some final states. For each state s, let ls (n) be the number of
paths of length n starting from s and ending at a terminal state. Such values
can be computed with the following recurrences on n (where F denotes the set
of final states in A):


if s ∈ F
ls (0) = 1

ls (0) = 0
if s 6∈ F
(1)
P


ls0 (i − 1) ∀i > 0
ls (i) =
s→s0
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We note Ln = hl1 (n), l2 (n), . . . , lq (n)i. The principle of the recursive method
is in two steps:
– Compute and store vector Lk for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n. This calculation is done
starting from L0 and using equations (1).
– Generate a path of length n by choosing, when the current state is s and the
path has already n − m states, successor si with the probability:
P(si ) =

lsi (m − 1)
.
ls (m)

(2)

When using floating point arithmetic as in [6], the complexity of the algorithm is in O(qn) space and time for the preprocessing stage and O(n) for the
generation, where n denotes the length of the path to be generated, and q denotes
the number of states.
For big models and long paths, this method does not scale up well. This was
the motivation for two pieces of work presented below.
3.2

A dichotomic algorithm for the uniform random generation of
paths

In [17] Oudinet et al. have presented the so-called dichopile method, which is
based on a divide-and-conquer approach, avoids numerical instability and offers
an excellent compromise in terms of space and time requirements.
Note that to choose the successor of the initial state, only Ln and Ln−1 are
needed. Then, Ln−1 and Ln−2 allow to choose the next state and so on. Thus, if
we had a method that compute efficiently Ln , Ln−1 , . . . , L0 in descending order,
we could store the two last vectors only and reduce space complexity. This inverse
approach constitutes the principle of Goldwurm’s method [10]. However, in [16],
Oudinet showed that this method is numerically instable, thus forbidding the use
of floating-point arithmetics, which is essential given the big numbers involved.
The idea of the dichopile algorithm is as follows. Compute the number of
paths of length n from the number of paths of length 0 while saving in a stack a
logarithmic number of intermediate steps: the number of paths of length n/2, of
length 3n/4, of length 7n/8, etc. For computing the number of paths of length
n − i, it is computed again from the intermediate stage that is at the top of the
stack. Recall that Lj denotes the vector of q numbers of paths of length j, that
is the ls (j)’s for all states s.
Unlike the classical recursive method, there is no preprocessing phase. In [17]
it is proved that using floating-point numbers with a mantissa of size O(log n),
bit complexities of drawing are O(q log2 n) in space and O(dqn log2 n) in time,
where d stands for the maximal out-degree of the automaton.
The classical recursive method is much faster after the preprocessing stage,
but it is unusable for long paths and large models due to its space requirement. dichopile is an excellent compromise when considering both space and
time complexities. In our experiments with automata from the VLTS benchmark
suite (Very Large Transition Systems, http://tinyurl.com/yuroxx), examples of
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limits for the recursive method were 8879 states, 24411 transitions and paths
of length 64000, or 10849 states 56156 transitions and paths of length 16000,
where dichopile was able to generate paths of length 128000 and more. dichopile
was able to deal with 12323703 states, 27667803 transitions and paths of length
8000. Both methods are implemented in the RUKIA library.
3.3

Uniform path exploration in very large composed models

Fortunately, huge models are rarely stated from scratch. They are obtained by
composition of smaller ones, the main source of state number explosion being
parallel compositions.
When there is no synchronisation, the parallel composition of r models
M od1 , . . . , M odr is the product of the underlying automata [2]. A brute force
method to uniformly drawing paths is to build the product and to use the methods above. Since it is possible for moderate sizes only we have developed an alternative method that avoids the construction of the global model. This method
is presented in detail in [4] [14] and [5]. We sketch it below.
– Given n the length of the global path to beP
drawn
– Choose some lengths n1 , . . . , nr such that i=1,...,r ni = n, with adequate
probabilities (see below)
– For each M odi , draw uniformly at random some path wi of length ni
– Interleave the r wi in a randomised way that ensures uniformity among
interleavings.
Let `(n) be the number of global paths of length n, and `i (k), i = 1, . . . , r the
number of paths of length k in M odi . The choice of the n1 , . . . , nr should be
done with the probability below:

n
n1 ,...,nr `1 (n1 ) . . . `r (nr )
(3)
Pr(n1 , . . . , nr ) =
`(n)
where the numerator is the number of interleavings of length n that can be built
with r local paths of lengths n1 , . . . , nr . Since computing the exact value of `(n)
would require the construction of the global model and of the corresponding
tables, we use the following approximation from [8]:
`(n) ∼ Cω n .

(4)

where C and ω are two constants. A sufficient, but not necessary, condition for
this approximation to hold is aperiodicity and strong connectivity of the automaton, which is satisfied by any LTS with a reset. Details of weaker conditions can
be found in [8]. This approximation is precise enough even for small values of n
since Cω n /`(n) converges to 1 at exponential rate.
Using the same approximations for the `i (ni ), i = 1, . . . , r, we get (see [4]):
`(n) ∼ C1 . . . Cr (ω1 + . . . + ωr )n

(5)
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and then
Pr(n1 , . . . , nr ) ∼

n
n1 ,...,nr



ω1n1 ω2n2 . . . ωrnr

(ω1 + ω2 + . . . + ωr )n

.
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(6)

This avoids the computation of `(n), C and ω. The constants ωi , i = 1, . . . , r are
computable in polynomial time with respect to the size of the M odi . It means
that the complexity is dependent on the size of the components only, and not of
the size of the global model.
In [4], we provide an algorithm for drawing n1 , . . . , nr with this probability
without computing it: draw a random sequence of n integers in {1, . . . , r}, with
i
; then take as ni the
the probability to choose i equal to Pr(i) = ω1 +ω2ω+...+ω
r
number of occurrences of i in this sequence.
This concludes the issue of the choice of the n1 , . . . , nr . Then a classical
randomised way of interleaving r wi of lengths ni that ensures uniformity is
used.
This method is available in the RUKIA library. Experiments have been successfully led on models with 1034 states, with performances that show that the
approach makes it possible to uniformly explore even larger models [14].
The generalisation to one synchronisation is given in [9]. The case of several synchronisations is studied in Oudinet’s Ph.D. thesis [15] It turns out be
practicable in the case of a small number of synchronisations only. The number of synchonisations can be increased by considering partial order reduction,
i.e. by collapsing interleavings. Besides, in presence of many synchronisations,
the synchronised product is smaller and a brute-force method, where it is constructed and used for uniform drawings, may become feasible. Actually, practical
solutions are probably combinations of these two approaches depending on the
architecture of the global system.

4

Randomised coverage of states, transitions, and other
features

Path coverage is known to be too demanding, due to the path number explosion.
Thus it is of interest to consider other coverage criteria. In [11] [3] [5], we have
defined a notion of randomised coverage satisfaction for random testing methods.
What does it mean for a random exploration method to take into account a
coverage criterion? Let EC (G) be the set of elements characterising a coverage
criterion C for a given graph G, for instance the vertices or the arcs of G, or some
subset of them.. The satisfaction of this coverage criterion C by some random
exploration of the graph G can be characterised by the minimal probability
qC,N (G) of covering any element of EC (G) when drawing N paths. qC,N (G) can
be easily stated as soon as qC,1 (G) is known.One has qC,N (G) = 1−(1−qC,1 (G))N .
Given a coverage criteria and some given random testing method, the elements to be covered have generally different probabilities to be reached by a
test. Some of them are covered by all the tests. Some of them may have a very
weak probability, due to the structure of the graph or to some specificity of the
testing method.
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Let EC (G) = {e1 , e2 , ..., em } and for any i ∈ (1..m), let pi the probability for
the element ei to be exercised during the execution of a test generated by the
considered random testing method. Then
qC,N (G) = 1 − (1 − pmin )N

(7)

where pmin = min{pi |i ∈ (1..m)}. This definition corresponds to a notion of
randomised coverage satisfaction. It makes it possible to assess and compare
random exploration methods with respect to a coverage criterion.
Conversely, the number N of tests required to reach a given probability of
satisfaction qC (G) is
log(1 − qC (G))
(8)
N≥
log(1 − pmin )
By definition pmin gives qC,1 (G). Thus, from the formula above one immediately
deduces that for any given G, for any given N , maximising the quality of a random testing method with respect to a coverage criteria C reduces to maximising
qC,1 (G), i. e. pmin . Note that uniform drawing of bounded paths, as presented
in Section 3 maximises pmin on the set of paths to be covered.
A more developed discussion of these issues can be found in [5], together
with the treatment of state coverage and transition coverage: some methods for
computing their probabilities for a given model are given . These methods were
first developed, implemented and experimented for C programs in [11] [3].

5

Uniformly randomised LTL model-checking

The big challenge of model-checking is the enormous sizes of the models. Even
when the best possible abstractions and restrictions methods have been applied,
it may be the case that the remaining size is still significantly too large to
perform exhaustive model explorations. Giving up the idea of exhaustivity for
model-checking leads to the idea of using test selection methods for limiting the
exploration of models.
One of these methods is randomisation of the search algorithm used for model
exploration. A first introduction of randomisation into model-checking has been
described and implemented in [12] as a Monte-Carlo algorithm for LTL modelchecking. The underlying random exploration is based on a classical uniform
drawing among the transitions starting from a given state. As said in Section
2 the drawback of such random explorations is that the resulting distribution
of the exploration paths is dependent on the topology of the model, and some
paths may have a very low probability to be traversed.
In [18], we have studied how to perform uniform random generation of lassos, which are the kind of paths of interest for LTL model-checking. This implies
counting and drawing elementary circuits, which is known as a hard problem.
However, efficient solutions exist for specific graphs, such as reducible data flow
graphs which correspond to well-strucured programs and control-command systems. An immediate perspective is to embed this method in an existing modelchecker such as SPIN or CADP, with the aim of developing efficient randomised
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methods for LTL model-checking with as result a guaranted probability of satisfaction of the checked formula.
The interest of this approach is that it maximises the minimal probability
to reach a counter-example, and makes it possible to state a lower bound of
this probability after N drawings, giving an assessment of the quality of the
approximation.

6

Conclusion

In this set of works, we study the combination of coverage criteria with random
walks. Namely, we develop some methods for selecting paths at random in a
model. The selection is biased toward a coverage criterion. We have introduced
a notion of randomised coverage satisfaction of elements of the model such as
states, transitions, or lassos which are of interest for checking or testing LTL
formulas.
We use methods for counting and generating combinatorial structures, presenting several original applications of this rich corpus of knowledge. They open
numerous perspectives in the area of random testing, model checking, or simulation of protocols and systems.
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